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1.TAFE NSW

1.1. INTRODUCTION

TAFE NSW proudly stands at the centre of the State’s 
vocational education and training (VET) sector. We have 
an established reputation as a trusted provider with 
reach across the State and strong connections with our 
communities. We play a pivotal role in strengthening the 
skills base of the NSW economy and driving business 
growth.

The Seniors Living Co-Location Trial Project (the Trial) is a 
unique opportunity for TAFE NSW, the largest vocational 
skills educator in Australia to work closely with a leading 
industry organisation to conceptualise, develop, pilot and 
innovate in aged and community care industry training.

TAFE NSW is undertaking this Invitation for Expressions of 
Interest (Invitation) as the next tangible step in a market 
testing engagement which will result in TAFE NSW inviting 
one or more parties to submit commercial proposals for  
the Trial.

For our prospective proponent, you can invest in and 
potentially have greater access to use our facilities and 
assets, which already have great connection to students 
and communities across NSW. There must be opportunities 
for our students to receive practical training in your facility 
and gain the critical skills needed to be successful in a 
real practical learning environment – and where business 
operators may wish to employ graduates when their training 
is complete.

For TAFE NSW it is an opportunity to establish a strategic 
relationship with industry and  leverage the extensive TAFE 
NSW property portfolio to enhance training outcomes and 
job placement opportunities for our students.

1.2. TAFE NSW STRATEGY 2016-2022
The TAFE NSW’s Strategy reflects our vision as the leading 
skills provider in the State: delivering relevant high-quality, 
practical and creative training to grow the NSW economy; 
as a versatile and innovative publicly-owned commercial 
business, maximizing the advantages of scale, reputation, 
reach and expertise.

TAFE NSW will drive innovation and best practice in 
education and training, offering world-class training 
solutions to support Industry and individual business 
growth.

1.3. TAFE NSW VOCATIONAL TRAINING  
IN HEALTH & COMMUNITY SERVICES 

As Australia’s population ages, there is increasing demand 
for aged care as well as health and community services. 

TAFE NSW offers nationally recognised courses that 
enable students to be job ready, with practical skills, work 
experience and strong connections with industry partners. 

TAFE NSW expert teachers provide hands-on training 
in world-class facilities. Industry specific course areas 
include: community services, nursing, aged care, dental 
assisting, podiatry, physiotherapy and speech pathology. 
Supplementary course areas include hairdressing and 
cookery.

1.4. TAFE NSW FUTURE THROUGH 
INNOVATION

Future-proofing TAFE NSW will look like:

 ■ collaborative relationships with employers and industry 
partners to deliver job-ready graduates with skills 
powerfully aligned to economic and employer needs

 ■ more convenient and practical training delivery, such as 
workplace-based training

 ■ job-ready graduates trained in state-of-the-art facilities 
using contemporary equipment and advanced simulation 
to meet the highest industry standards

 ■ better services and support for our students, including 
those in regional and rural communities, through 
investments in technology, facilities and innovative 
training methods

 ■ more accessible, convenient learning via mobile training 
units, adaptable connected learning centres, state-
of-the-art campuses and specialist centres, in the 
workplace and online.
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1.5. TAFE NSW PROPERTY PORTFOLIO 

The TAFE NSW Property Portfolio asset value is $4.58 Billion 
and comprises a large number of owned and leased training 
facilities, residential property, offices, child care centres and 
blocks of vacant land. We have an extensive and diverse 
property portfolio across NSW (Figure 1), which has grown 
over TAFE NSW’s 130 year history. The vast majority of our 
sites (Appendix 1) are registered in the name of the Minister 
Administering the TAFE Commission Act, currently the 
Assistant Minister for Skills and therefore TAFE NSW can  
deal with its land.

TAFE NSW is proactively working to define a property 
portfolio which efficiently and effectively delivers on the 
needs of its students and their communities. We are acting 
commercially and strategically planning the portfolio 
to ensure the intrinsic value of assets is maximised by, 
amongst other initiatives, repurposing underutilised sites 
and outdated facilities that are no longer fit-for-purpose and 
working with Industry in strategic partnerships. 

The size and composition of the TAFE NSW Property Portfolio 
is summarised as follows: 

 ■ 136 campuses (A permanent delivery location containing 
one or more sites that 
are administratively 
managed together),

 ■ 179 sites (Land and/or 
buildings which is part 
of a campus and/or a 
stand-alone location for 
training delivery, leased 
or vacant),

 ■ 1,939 buildings on 17.5 
million m2 of site area, 
with 1.7 million m2 gross 
floor area, and

 ■ 204 assets with heritage significance
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workforce of the future in the community services and 
health industry. As the largest provider of skills training, 
TAFE NSW is committed to providing quality training and 
job outcomes to attract and qualify new workers. A hand-
in -glove relationship with industry will ensure we provide 
students with a seamless transition from training to 
employment. Innovative approaches are needed to increase 
our capacity to supply job ready graduates to meet the 
growing aged care needs.

1 TAFE NSW  Industry Briefing held on 7 December 2016; copy 
available at https://www.tafensw.edu.au/industry/industry-
engagement/seniors-living-co-location-trial-project.

2.2. OVERVIEW

TAFE NSW wants to drive innovation and best practice in 
vocational education and training (VET) to skill the workforce 
of the future. To do this TAFE NSW will work with the non-
government sector and explore the opportunity to create 
a unique learning environment for students, staff and 
residents alike.

On 24 November 2016 the NSW Government announced an 
Australian-first project to co-locate seniors living facilities 
with VET facilities initially as a trial project, bringing on-the-
job training to students, a skilled workforce to owners and 
operators, and care to local communities where TAFE NSW 
has a presence (Figure 1). 

TAFE NSW understands the significant contribution it 
makes to the skills base and employment opportunities of 
the State’s regional communities and economies, and is 
committed to achieving a regional outcome from this Trial. As 
such, respondents are required to nominate a TAFE NSW site 
designated as ‘Regional’, refer to Appendix 1. Respondents 
may also nominate one ‘Sydney Metropolitan’ site from the 
list appended to this Invitation, however it is a mandatory 
requirement to select a ‘Regional’ site if a Respondent 
wishes to be considered eligible for the Trial.

TAFE NSW is seeking to undertake the Trial with an approved 
aged care provider or consortium including an approved 
aged care provider. An approved aged care provider is an 
organisation that has been approved to provide residential 
care, home care or flexible care under the Aged Care 
Act 1997 (the Act). The Trial is open to all bona fide aged 
care providers and retirement living operators in the non-
government sector, as individual organisations or consortia, 
such as churches, charities, not-for-profit entities, public 
benefit institutions, for-profit businesses and public listed 
companies.

This industry partnership opportunity will be made available 
through this market testing approach as explained in further 
detail in this Invitation.

2.THE TRIAL
2.1. CONTEXT

The aged care and retirement living industry sectors in NSW 
are growing rapidly and the supply of a well-trained, job-
ready workforce must keep pace with that growth. Recent 
analysis highlights an ageing workforce, growth in retiree 
numbers and the need for client focused care. Expectations 
of retiring people are high, they want to design and 
personalise their care.

Research demonstrates that the Australian population 
is aging and the number of aged care professionals is 
shrinking1. To maintain the current ratio of aged care workers 
to the population, further focus needs to be provided to the 
training of high quality aged care professionals. Research 
highlights include:

 ■ Australia’s population is growing and is aging. The 
number of Australians older than 65 years has grown 
from 10% in 1984 (1.58 million of total of 15.6 million)  
to 14% in 2016 (3.45 million of a total of 23.6 million).  
This is expected to grow to 17% in 2024 (4.76 million of 
total of 28.3 million), to 20% in 2044 (7.75 million of total 
of 38.7 million).

 ■ Workers in residential and aged care have an average 
age of 48. Half of the workforce in the aged care sector 
will be of retirement age in 15 years. To maintain the 
current ratio of aged care workers to people aged over 
85, 77,976 new skilled workers will be required. 

The need for skilled workers in the community services and 
health industry will outstrip supply in the not too distant 
future. TAFE NSW is aware of the huge pressure on the 
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2.2.1. TAFE NSW definition of Seniors 
Living
To TAFE NSW, seniors living is the combination of aged care 
and retirement living in a mixed use, master planned setting. 
Respondents are being asked to consider and propose the 
mix of commercial and community, assets and programs, 
which promote opportunities for training in aged care and a 
range of ancillary disciplines to achieve the most beneficial 
and innovative outcome.

2.2.2. What is the Trial?

TAFE NSW’s offer is the opportunity to establish a long 
term place-based relationship between Australia’s largest 
VET provider and a seniors living operator. The Trial is an 
innovative approach to working with industry to create an 
environment which fosters a job ready workforce for the long 
term benefit of its community. 

We anticipate that the development will be residential aged 
care including independent living but could also include 
communal and training facilities; respite care, child care, 
allied and specialist health facilities; hospitality, beauty, retail 
and recreation facilities. The Trial will involve the training of 
TAFE NSW students on site at the aged care and retirement 
living facility.

The development could include adaptive reuse or repurpose 
of existing TAFE NSW buildings as well as new construction.

If the successful proponent selects a Sydney Metropolitan 
site as well as the mandatory Regional site, TAFE NSW will 
seek concurrent development of both sites, subject to 
statutory approvals.

Tenure over the TAFE NSW land would be enabled by 
subdivision, with title to the development site as freehold or 
under long term lease. TAFE NSW expects that fair value will 
be realised for the land component and the site is not land-
banked. Expressions of Interest should demonstrate how 
TAFE NSW’s training capabilities might be maximised in the 
Trial. Training outcomes would be monetised and contracted.

TAFE NSW has a preference that the Trial is not constituted 
as a public private partnership or joint venture. Development 
risk is to be appropriately taken by the non-government 
sector.

2.2.3. Aged Care Approvals Round 
(ACAR) 

TAFE NSW understands that the Trial can be influenced by 
the outcomes of the Aged Care Approvals Round (ACAR) 
and ACAR is a competitive application process that enables 
prospective and existing approved providers of aged care 
to apply for a range of new Australian Government funded 
aged care places and financial assistance in the form of 
a capital grant. Places are allocated to applicants that 

demonstrate that they can best meet the care needs of 
older Australians. 

TAFE NSW understands that the ACAR process is outside of 
its influence, however respondents are required to address 
this in their Expression of Interest at Schedule 2. 

2.3. RELATIONSHIP TO TAFE NSW 
STRATEGIC PLAN

The Trial fits into our Strategic Plan as follows:

 ■ TAFE NSW is delivering a skilled workforce to meet the 
high demand for jobs in the health, residential aged care 
and home care sectors, and service Australia’s ageing 
population.

 ■ This Trial is a part of TAFE NSW’s plan to maximize the 
potential of its property by repurposing underused land 
and outdated facilities that are no longer fit-for-purpose, 
partnering with industry leaders and reinvesting in state-
of-the-art learning environments and technology.

 ■ This industry partnership model will help students get 
the hands-on skills they need for jobs in aged care (and 
other areas)  in a real workplace and reduce the cost of 
doing business in NSW for seniors living and aged care 
providers.

 ■ Facilities such as these allow industry to work with TAFE 
NSW to shape the skills needed now and in the future.

2.4. WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE TO 
TAFE NSW?

To TAFE NSW, success in this Trial would be where:

 ■ a strong collaborative approach (especially to education, 
training, work placement and employment) exists from 
the start

 ■ industry partners provide work placements and 
employment opportunities for TAFE NSW students. 
Work placements and employment opportunities 
include health and aged care specific roles, as well as 
complementary services such as hairdressing, allied 
health and cookery and other disciplines available 
through TAFE NSW

 ■ a commercially sustainable industry partnership model is 
an outcome

 ■ a master planned learning and living environment is 
created

 ■ training is best delivered

 ■ the highest quality care of residents follows

 ■ lifelong learning is celebrated

 ■ the skilled workforce of tomorrow prospers from the 
relationship established
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 ■ Seniors Living residents form a strong connection with 
the adjacent TAFE NSW Campus and

 — access TAFE NSW courses and attend studies on site

 — mentor TAFE NSW students and workplace trainees

 — join with TAFE NSW in ways to strengthen the 
neighbouring community.

2.5. TRIAL OBJECTIVES

TAFE NSW’s objectives for the trial are:

 ■ to undertake a seniors living co-location trial pilot project 
in a location that creates a unique environment which 
benefits TAFE NSW students, residents and the wider 
community in which it is placed

 ■ to design and deliver a project that is sustainable in the 
long term for each party and creates enduring value for 
the State of NSW

 ■ to derive a practical model for TAFE NSW and non-
government sector collaboration with defined measures 
of success and benefits

 ■ to deliver a master planned community with a strong 
education connection through work placement 
opportunities for TAFE NSW students on site and 
engagement with TAFE NSW’s range of educational 
opportunities

 ■ to deliver economic and social outcomes for a regional 
community.
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3.SITE 
SELECTION

As outlined previously respondents are required to nominate 
one Regional site. Respondents may also nominate one 
Sydney Metropolitan site, however only in conjunction with 
one Regional site. If Respondents believe that innovative and 
beneficial outcomes are best achieved from proposing two 
Regional sites as a combined proposition, the response will 
also be considered.

TAFE NSW is seeking to ensure a positive regional outcome 
from the Trial. However, TAFE NSW understands that a Trial 
involving a Regional site may have to be commercially 
underpinned by a more profitable, Sydney Metropolitan 
site. As such Respondents have the option to also select a 
Sydney Metropolitan site, as well as a Regional site.

Respondents may nominate any site from TAFE NSW’s 
Portfolio, as listed in Appendix 1 to this Invitation (except 
sites indicated as Not Available). The Respondent’s EOI will 
be assessed, amongst other things, on the merits of the 
nominated site/s, including current site utilisation and land 
availability. 

TAFE NSW reserves the right to not proceed based on the 
site/s nominated by the Respondent.

TAFE NSW notes that the availability of any site for 
development in accordance with this Trial may be subject 
to the State Acquisition & Disposal Review (ADR) process, 

administered by Property NSW, relating to surplus land, 
which may redirect land to be reused by alternative 
government purposes. As a result, TAFE NSW cannot at this 
stage offer any guarantee that a Respondent will be able to 
develop the site(s) it selects.  Further discussions later in 
the process will be undertaken to confirm the availability  
of sites.

Respondents will need to satisfy themselves as to the 
suitability of the site(s) they select for their response in 
terms of both the physical attributes of the site(s) and the 
associated titling and legal issues. 

Respondents will also need to satisfy themselves as to the 
relevant zoning controls that apply to the selected site(s) 
and suggest so in Returnable Schedule 2. 
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4. TRANSACTION 
FRAMEWORK

Non binding  
Heads of  

Agreement  
(HOA)

 ■ Key objectives

 ■ Statement of principles

 ■ Probity & Governance

 ■ Winding up provisions

Trial Project  
Delivery  

Agreement  
(PDA)

‘Skills &  
Education’ 

Agreement/s

Real Estate  
Transaction  
Agreement –  
sale or lease

‘The agreement’ – the unique nature of the arrangement; Term of 
the Trial project; Whole of life Trial project governance; Conditions 

precedent; Milestones & sunset dates; Landowner’s consent 
provisions; Concomitant works by TAFE; Consideration; Access 

agreement for development site; Subdivision; Access agreement 
for shared facilities if developed; Cost sharing if required; Training 

services by TAFE; Training (work) placements by proponent; 
Performance and benefits realisation/measurement; Rights of 

The transaction is proposed to consist of a suite of 
agreements as follows and illustrated in Figure 2:

 ■ the transaction will begin with a non-binding Heads of 
Agreement (HOA)

 ■ the HOA will form the basis of the Project Delivery 
Agreement (PDA). The PDA enables the Trial

 ■ real estate transaction – the subject land will be 
subdivided, followed by an agreement for sale or lease. 
These are the current proposed options

 ■ skills and education – formal agreement.

Respondents may suggest other approaches.

Figure 2: Transaction Structure
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5. PROCESS

A proponent will be selected for the Trial through the 
following market testing approach. Market testing involves 
dialogue with industry to identify a solution that is capable 
of satisfying TAFE NSW’s requirements resulting in invitations 
for industry to respond.

The market testing approach is as follows:    

5.1. STAGE 1 – INDUSTRY BRIEFING

 ■ Presentation by TAFE NSW to Industry on 7 December 
2016 to introduce the Trial.

 ■ Following this briefing, McCrindle Research independently 
spoke to a number of aged care and seniors living 
businesses, and their advisors, to gather their views  
on the Trial on a confidential basis.

5.2. STAGE 2 – CALL FOR EXPRESSIONS 
OF INTEREST (EOI)

This Invitation is a call to industry for any parties who would 
like to participate in this Trial. 

 ■ Released for four weeks – 20 March 2017

 ■ Close – 19 April 2017.

5.3. STAGE 3 – REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
(RFP)

Respondents’ EOIs will then be evaluated and a shortlist 
of Respondents will be requested to provide a binding 
commercial proposal. The timetable proposed at this time is:

 ■ RFP Released for six weeks – 3rd quarter 2017

 ■ Nomination of Preferred Proponent – 4th quarter 2017.
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6. EOI 
STRUCTURE

Respondents may respond to the invitation as individual 
organisations or consortia, however as stated in paragraph 
2.2 the participation of an approved aged care provider is 
mandatory.

6.1. REGISTRATION

A secure data room has been established for the EOI and 
RFP stages where all communications and relevant data  
will be held confidentially.

Persons who wish to register for access to the Data 
Room are invited to send an email requesting access to: 
TAFENSWSeniorsregistration@hicksons.com.au

Access to the Data Room requires agreement to the terms of 
a Non-Disclosure Agreement. 

6.2. INVITATION STRUCTURE

Respondents to this Invitation must complete the Returnable 
Schedules and submit these by the Closing Time (defined on 
the cover page).

6.3. CONTACT OFFICER

For all enquiries about the Trial, contact:

Paul Andersen | Project Director | Development JLL 
TAFE NSW Property & Logistics 
02 9212 8767 Seniors.Living@tafensw.edu.au

6.4. RETURNABLE SCHEDULES

 ■ Returnable Schedule 1 – Details of the Respondent

Respondents are required to complete this undertaking and 
to provide organisational information. If responding as a 
consortium, all members in the consortium are required to 
complete a separate Returnable Schedule 1.

 ■ Returnable Schedule 2 – Site Selection

Respondents must nominate a Regional site for the Trial. The 
Respondent may also nominate a Sydney Metropolitan site, 
however only in conjunction with a Regional site.

 ■ Returnable Schedule 3 – Financial and Organisational 
capacity

The financial information required must demonstrate the 
Respondent has the financial capacity to undertake the 
Trial. A statement must be provided demonstrating the 
Respondent’s management capacity to undertake the Trial.

 ■ Returnable Schedule 4 – Innovation

The Respondent must demonstrate past innovations 
implemented in the delivery of vocational education and 
training outcomes and social benefit outcomes. As well as 
how these innovations will improve the quality of the Trial.

 ■ Returnable Schedule 5 – Respondent Experience

The Respondent must demonstrate through examples 
experience of effective partnerships, aged care residential 
development and management and delivery of social 
outcomes.

 ■ Returnable Schedule 6 – Vision for vocational and 
education and training outcomes

The Respondent is to provide their vision for the vocational 
and education and training aspects of the Trial.

 ■ Returnable Schedule 7 – Vision for the development and 
social benefit outcomes

The Respondent is to provide their vision for the Trial.

6.5. LODGEMENT

All EOI responses are required to be submitted to the Data 
Room by the closing time on the nominated date.

mailto:TAFENSWSeniorsregistration%40hicksons.com.au?subject=
mailto:Seniors.Living%40tafe.nsw.edu.au?subject=
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7.1. EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT 
OF EOI

 ■ The evaluation and assessment of EOIs will be the 
responsibility of TAFE NSW, who may seek assistance 
from advisers. 

 ■ Approval of the Shortlist will be made by the Managing 
Director of TAFE in consultation with the Minister 
responsible for TAFE NSW.

7.2. ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Responses will be evaluated having regard to criteria 
including those summarised below:

 ■ site selection

 ■ financial and organisational capacity

 ■ innovation

 ■ partnering experience

 ■ the vision for vocational education and training 
outcomes

 ■ the vision for development and social benefit outcomes. 

The Assessment Criteria listed above are not necessarily 
given equal weight, are not listed in any order of significance 
and are not exhaustive.  

7. EVALUATION 
OF EOI

7.3. MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

 ■ The Respondent must complete all Returnable Schedules 
to be considered eligible for this Invitation.

 ■ The Respondent must be an approved aged care 
operator or be a consortium which includes an approved 
aged care operator.

 ■ The Respondent must select a Regional site.  
The Respondent may also select a Sydney Metropolitan 
site, however a Regional site is a mandatory requirement.
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8. RESPONDENT 
CONDUCT

8.1. CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Respondents must advise TAFE NSW immediately of any 
conflict of interest in relation to this Invitation including 
without limitation in relation to their Core Team Members, 
Participants or Consultants, whether actual or perceived, 
which exists or arises or has the potential to arise.  If TAFE 
NSW is of the opinion that a conflict of interest exists 
or could reasonably exist, TAFE NSW may exclude the 
Respondent’s EOI from further evaluation and assessment.

8.2. NO CONTACT WITH TAFE NSW

Respondents must only communicate with TAFE NSW’s 
nominated contact officer at 6.3. .

Under no circumstances may Respondents initiate contact 
or direct questions to any TAFE NSW’s Personnel or any 
Technical Adviser in relation to this Trial. 

8.3. CONFIDENTIALITY

 ■ This Invitation (including these Conditions) and all 
information supplied to or obtained by the Respondent 
in relation to this Invitation must be kept confidential by 
the Respondent and may not be disclosed to any person 
except:

 -  to the Respondent’s Core Team Members, Participants 
or Consultants (as required) retained by the Respondent 
in relation to the EOI,

 -  for the purposes of this Invitation or otherwise with the 
consent of TAFE NSW,

 -  if required by law or a stock exchange (and then only 
after TAFE NSW is previously informed of such proposed 
disclosure and has had an opportunity to negotiate the 
terms of that disclosure in good faith),

 -  in connection with legal proceedings relating to this 
Invitation, or

 -  if the information is generally and publicly available 
otherwise than as a result of a breach of this paragraph 
or another confidentiality agreement between the 
person and a third party.

 ■ The Respondent must not publicise its EOI or proposed 
EOI in any way.

 ■ The Respondent must procure that its Core Team 
Members, Participants and Consultants:

 -  keep confidential these Conditions and all information 
supplied to or obtained by the Respondent, the Core 

Team Members, Participants or Consultants in relation to 
this Invitation,

 -  do not disclose or publicise any part of an EOI or any 
information in connection with an EOI without obtaining 
TAFE NSW’s written consent,

 -  this paragraph continues to bind each Respondent 
despite TAFE NSW shortlisting any other EOI and, despite 
an agreement being entered into, and

 -  TAFE NSW may (but is not obliged to) exclude that 
Respondent’s EOI from further evaluation and 
assessment in the event of a breach of this paragraph.

8.4. CORRUPTION, LAWS AND POLICIES 
AND ETHICAL CONDUCT

 ■ The Respondent must comply with the law and NSW 
Government and TAFE Policies (defined below in this 
paragraph).

 ■ If the Respondent, or any of its officers, employees, agents 
or contractors is found to have been involved in any of 
the following, it may result in TAFE NSW rejecting and not 
further considering an EOI:

 -  offered any inducement or reward to any public servant 
or employee, agent or subcontractor of TAFE NSW or the 
NSW government in connection with this Invitation or a 
submitted EOI

 -  not complied with any laws or NSW Government and TAFE 
Policies

 -  breached the terms and conditions of this Invitation

 -  an improper conflict of interest

 -  committed corrupt conduct in the meaning of the 
Independent Commission Against Corruption Act 1988, or

 -  a record or alleged record of unethical behaviour.

 ■ TAFE NSW may, at its absolute discretion, invite a relevant 
Respondent to provide written comments within a 
specified time before TAFE NSW excludes the Respondent 
on this basis.

 ■ The Respondent must provide the Probity Advisor 
with information concerning any matters referred to 
in this paragraph 8.4, findings of dishonest, unfair, 
unconscionable, corrupt or illegal conduct against the 
Respondent, its directors or management. The Respondent 
must provide this information in its EOI, and at any time 
afterwards as soon as it becomes aware of it.

 -  ‘NSW Government and TAFE Policies’ means NSW 
Government and TAFE policies as added to and changed 
from time to time. It includes: 

 -  NSW Government procurement policies including the 
NSW Procurement Board’s Procurement Policy Framework 
can be viewed at: http://www.procurepoint.nsw.gov.au/
policies/nsw-government-procurement-information

 ■ TAFE NSW’s Business Ethics Statement is available 
at: https://www.det.nsw.edu.au/media/downloads/
doingbusiness/statement.pdf.
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9. CONDITIONS  
OF INVITATION

9.1. CONDITIONS

Each EOI should be submitted in accordance with: 

 ■ the terms of this Invitation including these Conditions

 ■ the mandatory requirements set out in this Invitation (see 
paragraph 7.3)

 ■ any additional terms and conditions that TAFE may notify 
to the Respondent in connection with this EOI, otherwise 
TAFE may not consider the EOI or may reject it on that 
basis.

In this Invitation, ‘Conditions’ means the terms and 
conditions set out in paragraphs 8 and 9.

9.2. RESPONDENT TO INFORM ITSELF

By submitting an EOI, the Respondent acknowledges that:

 ■ it has examined all information relevant to the risks and 
contingencies and other circumstances having an effect 
on the EOI

 ■ it has satisfied itself:

 -  that the EOI is correct and complies with paragraph 9.1 
above

 -  that it is financially and practically viable for it to deliver 
the Trial. 

9.3. REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION

General inquiries about the Seniors Living Co-Location Trial 
Project can be directed to Seniors.Living@tafe.nsw.edu.au

Specific Requests for Information (RFI) concerning the Trial 
can be made via the Data Room following registration for 
access, as set out in paragraph 6.1 above.

RFIs noted as Commercial in Confidence (CiC) will be 
forwarded by the Data Room to a TAFE NSW officer for review 
and, if deemed CiC, a direct response will be sent to the 
nominated email address. 

All other RFI’s which will are not deemed to be CiC, will be 
responded to via email and recorded in the Data Room, 
available for viewing by all who access the Data Room.

Prior to the Closing Time a Respondent may request that 
TAFE NSW convene a meeting in order for the Respondent to 
seek clarification of any aspect of this Invitation.  

When making such a request, the Respondent must give at 
least 2 Business Day’s written notice of the matters which 
the Respondent wishes to discuss at the meeting.  TAFE 
NSW will consider any such request and may decide (at 
TAFE NSW’s absolute discretion) whether or not to convene 
a meeting and which matters it will discuss at that meeting.

If TAFE NSW convenes meetings with one or more 
Respondents, the following conditions will apply to the 
meetings: 

 ■ the Probity Adviser will attend

 ■ TAFE NSW may inform other Respondents of any matter 
discussed at any meeting including the substance of 
that discussion

 ■ TAFE NSW will take all reasonable steps to ensure 
that any CiC information which is so identified by any 
Respondent at any meeting is not used or disclosed by 
it or any of TAFE NSW’s Personnel except in accordance 
with the terms of this Invitation 

 ■ nothing that occurs at a meeting may be relied upon by 
any Respondent unless it is confirmed in writing from the 
TAFE NSW Contact Officer.

9.4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

TAFE NSW recognises the need to protect the intellectual 
and financial property of Respondents. Feedback and 
commentary that contains elements of intellectual property 
will be treated with the strictest confidence. Intellectual 
property is to be distinguished from confidential information. 
The entitlement of a person to intellectual property does 
not depend on secrecy, but consistent with the general 
obligation of confidentiality, the intellectual property of each 
Respondent will be kept confidential.

A Respondent should clearly indicate if any part of its EOI 
constitutes intellectual property, in the sense of property 
recognised and protected by law. Any claim by a Respondent 
that information constitutes intellectual property will be 
assessed and a Respondent may be asked to establish its 
propriety interest before the claim is accepted.

9.5. COST BORNE BY RESPONDENTS

Any and all costs and expenses incurred by Respondents 
in any way associated with the development, preparation 
and submission of the EOI, including attending meetings and 
discussions and providing additional information if required, 
will be entirely borne by the Respondents.

9.6. DISCREPANCIES, ERRORS OR 
OMISSIONS

The Respondent should notify the Contact Officer in writing 
on or before the Closing Time if it finds any discrepancy, 
error or omission in this Invitation or in the Data Room.

mailto:Seniors.Living%40tafe.nsw.edu.au?subject=
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9.7. ABSENCE OF OBLIGATIONS

No legal or other obligation will arise between a Respondent 
and TAFE NSW. This Invitation does not constitute an offer 
and no legal, including contractual obligation of TAFE NSW 
(including any process contract) exists or will arise between 
any Respondent or any other person (including any person 
accessing the Data Room) and TAFE NSW. TAFE NSW has no 
obligations or liabilities to any Respondent or to any person 
submitting an EOI and will not be liable whether in contract, 
tort, under statute or otherwise for any costs, losses, 
expenses or damages incurred or suffered by a Respondent 
or another person (including any person accessing the 
Data Room) arising out of, or in connection with, any use 
of or reliance on information contained in this Invitation or 
in the Data Room. TAFE NSW has not audited or verified the 
information contained in this Invitation or in the Data Room. 
The information in this Invitation or in the Data Room may not 
be accurate, complete or up to date, and is subject to review.

9.8. TAFE NSW’S RIGHTS INCLUDING 
RIGHT TO AMEND PROCESS

TAFE NSW, at its absolute discretion, may discontinue the 
EOI process; reject any EOI; decline to issue any further 
invitation or request, or enter any negotiations, not proceed 
with any contract; or enter a project separately from this EOI 
process. 

Without limiting the above paragraph, TAFE NSW reserves 
the right to amend (see paragraph 9.9 below) or terminate 
the process set out in this Invitation by notice in writing to 
Respondents who have not withdrawn or been excluded 
from the process. This Invitation is not exclusive and it is not 
a prerequisite to participating in future stages in relation to 
this opportunity.

9.9. ADDENDA TO INVITATION

If for any reason TAFE NSW, at its absolute discretion, 
requires the Invitation to be amended before the Closing 
Time, an addendum will be issued.

In each case, an addendum becomes part of the Invitation.

TAFE NSW, during the EOI period may issue addenda altering 
the Invitation. In such cases, it is the obligation of the 
Respondent to verify if any addenda were issued prior to the 
Closing Time, even if an EOI has already been submitted by 
the Respondent.

Respondents must check the Data Room, and download the 
addendum. 

9.10. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

By retaining this Invitation and/or submitting an EOI, 
Respondents acknowledge that they have read, understood 
and accepted the terms of this Invitation (including these 
Conditions). If you do not agree to be bound, you must 
immediately return this Invitation to TAFE NSW

9.11. RESPONDENT’S RISK

The Respondent acknowledges it is participating in this 
EOI process at its sole risk and cost and that TAFE NSW is 
not liable to it for any expenses or costs incurred by it in 
connection with this EOI process, including where the EOI 
process has been discontinued.

Respondents must rely on their own investigations and 
satisfy themselves in relation to all aspects of the Trial and 
this Invitation. TAFE NSW and its Personnel are not liable for 
any incorrect or misleading information or failure to disclose 
information whether in connection with this Invitation or in 
the Data Room or at any other time in connection with this 
EOI process. 

No guarantee, representation or warranty (either express 
or implied) is given by or on behalf of TAFE NSW as to 
the quality, accuracy, reliability or completeness of any 
information contained in this Invitation or any other 
information supplied by TAFE NSW (including in the Data 
Room) or that reasonable care has been taken in compiling 
or preparing any information. 

TAFE NSW reserves the right to review and change the 
information contained in and attached to this Invitation by 
notice in writing to Respondents who have not withdrawn or 
been excluded from the process.

9.12. ASSESSMENT OF EOIS

The information provided in the Returnable Schedules 
will be used to assess EOIs. As part of the evaluation and 
assessment process, TAFE NSW may:

 ■ request clarification or further information concerning 
any EOI

 ■ invite Respondents to present to TAFE NSW or participate 
in interviews or workshops to further demonstrate their 
capability.

9.13. TAFE NSW RIGHTS

In addition to its rights set out elsewhere in these Conditions, 
TAFE NSW may at any time and without giving reasons: 

 ■ extend the Closing Time at any time before the Closing 
Time by notice to potential Respondents

 ■ shortlist one or more Respondents after the Closing Time

 ■ reject all EOIs

 ■ not accept an EOI

 ■ negotiate and/or enter an agreement with a Respondent 
or any other person at any time rather than shortlist one 
or more Respondents or proceeding to the RFP

 ■ enter into an agreement with a Respondent or any other 
person at any time

 ■ request one or more Respondents to review, improve and/
or enhance any part of their or its EOI
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 ■ request any Respondent to submit a proposal

 ■ amend, suspend, discontinue or terminate the process 
set out in this Invitation and these Conditions by notice 
in writing to one or more Respondents whose EOI(s) have 
been excluded from further evaluation and assessment

 ■ at any time review and change the information or 
requirements contained in and attached to this EOI by 
notice in writing to one or more Respondents whose 
EOI(s) have not been excluded from further evaluation 
and assessment

 ■ provide additional information or clarification to 
Respondents

 ■ not proceed with this Invitation, in the manner set out in 
these Conditions, or at all

 ■ not proceed with the RFP

 ■ terminate a Respondent’s involvement in the EOI process 
and/or discontinue the evaluation and assessment 
of a EOI where it determines (at TAFE NSW’s absolute 
discretion) that the EOI is unsuitable, unsatisfactory, 
substantially incomplete or uncompetitive and even 
without first evaluating and assessing all of the 
Evaluation Criteria

 ■ accept or reject any EOI which:

 - is late,

 - is in any way incomplete or irregular,

 -  does not comply with any requirements of this Invitation 
including these Conditions,

 ■ may convene meetings with one or more Respondents 
after the Closing Time.

TAFE NSW may exercise its rights in this paragraph with 
respect to multiple Respondents at the same or different 
time(s).

9.14. LATE EOI

TAFE NSW may accept or exclude (from evaluation and 
assessment) a late EOI lodged.

In making its determination, TAFE NSW may, in its absolute 
discretion and without any obligation to do so, consider the 
following: 

 ■ if the EOI was received after the Closing Time because of 
events beyond the Respondent’s reasonable control,

 ■ if the Respondent notified the Contact Officer before the 
Closing Time that its EOI would not be lodged before the 
Closing Time,

 ■ whether the Respondent may gain a material competitive 
advantage as a result of its EOI being lodged after the 
Closing Time,

 ■ whether the acceptance of a late EOI may compromise 
the integrity of the EOI process, and 

 ■ any other matter to be taken into account in the 
Procurement Guidelines.

9.15. DISCRETION OF TAFE NSW

TAFE NSW may exercise any power, right, discretion or 
remedy (however described) under this Invitation, at its 
absolute discretion, unless this Invitation expressly provides 
otherwise.

9.16. PROBITY MANAGEMENT

TAFE NSW has engaged O’Connor Marsden (OCM) as its 
probity advisor. 

The Probity Advisor has been appointed by TAFE NSW to 
advise on and monitor the procedural integrity of the EOI 
process. 

The Probity Adviser will not be involved in the evaluation and 
assessment of any EOI or related response but will be an 
independent observer of the EOI process.

Respondents may contact the Probity Advisor. The contact 
details for the Probity Advisor are as follows:

Andrew Marsden 
O’Connor Marsden

Level 3, 1 York Street, Sydney NSW 2000 
Email: ocmadmin@ocm.net.au

Phone: 1300 882 633

If a Respondent becomes aware of a probity issue or 
concern, the Respondent must immediately contact the 
Probity Advisor and provide details of:

 ■ the issue or concern,

 ■ how the issue or concern impacts on their interest,

 ■ the relevant background information, and

 ■ their proposed resolution of the issue or concern.

The Probity Adviser may consider the matter and make a 
recommendation to TAFE NSW.  Any action (or otherwise) 
taken as a result of such process will be at the discretion of 
TAFE NSW.

9.17. LEGAL ADVISERS

TAFE NSW note that Hicksons Lawyers have been appointed 
by TAFE NSW to advise in relation to the Trial. 
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Appendix 1 – TAFE NSW Portfolio

Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Albury Campus - Holbrook Library Lane HOLBROOK Regional

Albury Campus - Poole Street Poole Street ALBURY Regional

Annandale Campus Johnston Street ANNANDALE Sydney Metropolitan

Armidale Campus Beardy Street ARMIDALE Regional

Armidale Rural Skills Centre * Taylor Street ARMIDALE Regional

Aviskills Facility at Tamworth Airport Rentell Street TAMWORTH Regional

Ballina Campus Burnet Street BALLINA Regional

Bankstown Campus 500 Chapel Road & 26 French Avenue 
BANKSTOWN

Sydney Metropolitan

Batemans Bay Education Access Centre Hanging Rock Place BATEMANS BAY Regional

Bathurst Campus Panorama Avenue MITCHELL Regional

Bega Campus Barrack Street BEGA Regional

Bega Education Access Centre Auckland Street BEGA Regional

Belmont Campus Alick Street & Pacific Highway & 
Victoria Street BELMONT

Regional

Belrose Annexe The Forest Way BELROSE Sydney Metropolitan

Blacktown Campus Main Street & Hereward Highway 
BLACKTOWN

Sydney Metropolitan

Blue Mountains College, Katoomba 
Campus

Parke Street KATOOMBA Sydney Metropolitan

Blue Mountains College, Wentworth 
Falls Campus

Great Western Highway WENTWORTH 
FALLS

Sydney Metropolitan

Boggabilla Campus South Street BOGGABILLA Regional

Bombala Learning Centre * Wellington Street BOMBALA Regional

Bourke Campus Oxley Street BOURKE Regional

Brewarrina Campus 24-28 Bourke Street BREWARRINA Regional

Broken Hill Campus 248 Argent Street BROKEN HILL Regional

APPENDICIES
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Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Broken Hill Campus – Annexe * Argent Street BROKEN HILL Regional

Campbelltown Campus 181 Narellan Road CAMPBELLTOWN Sydney Metropolitan

Casino Campus Barker Street CASINO Regional

Cessnock Campus Darwin Street CESSNOCK Regional

Chullora Campus Muir Street CHULLORA Sydney Metropolitan

Cobar Campus 45 Bathurst Street COBAR Regional

Coffs Harbour Campus Glenreagh Street COFFS HARBOUR Regional

Coffs Harbour Education Campus 
(CHEC) *

Hogbin Street COFFS HARBOUR Regional

Condobolin Campus Cnr Turner & High Streets CONDOBOLIN Regional

Cooma Campus Commissioner Street COOMA Regional

Coomealla Campus * Silver City Highway DARETON Regional

Coonabarabran Campus Robertson Street COONABARABRAN Regional

Coonamble Campus Dubbo Street COONAMBLE Regional

Cootamundra Campus Mackay Street COOTAMUNDRA Regional

Corowa Campus Riesling Street COROWA Regional

Cowra Campus 27-33 Carleton Street COWRA Regional

Crows Nest Campus * West St Cammeray CROWS NEST Sydney Metropolitan

Dapto Campus * Fowlers Road DAPTO Regional

Dapto Connected Learning Centre * Princes Highway DAPTO Regional

Deniliquin Campus Poictiers Street DENILIQUIN Regional

Deniliquin Campus - Barham 15 Murray Street BARHAM Regional

Deniliquin Campus - Moama 5 Martin Street MOAMA Regional

Deniliquin Campus - Moulamein 20 Tualka Terrace MOULMEIN Regional

Dubbo Campus - Annexe (Fitzroy Street) 8 George Street DUBBO Regional

Dubbo Campus (Myall Street) Myall Street DUBBO Regional
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Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Dubbo Rural Skills Centre Mitchell Highway DUBBO Regional

Dunedoo Campus Digilah Street DUNEDOO Regional

Eora Centre * Abercrombie Street CHIPPENDALE Sydney Metropolitan

Epping Annexe Chelmsford Avenue EPPING Sydney Metropolitan

Finley Campus Denison Street FINLEY Regional

Forbes Campus Cnr Browne & Harold Streets FORBES Regional

Gilgandra Campus Wamboin Street GILGANDRA Regional

Glen Innes Campus Grey Street GLEN INNES Regional

Glendale Campus Clare Street GLENDALE Regional

Gosford Campus Henry Parry Drive & Margin Street 
GOSFORD

Regional

Goulburn Annexe Bourke Street GOULBURN Regional

Goulburn Campus Verner Street GOULBURN Regional

Grafton Campus Clarence Street GRAFTON Regional

Granville Annexe (South Street) * 60-80 South Street GRANVILLE Sydney Metropolitan

Granville Campus 136 William Street GRANVILLE Sydney Metropolitan

Great Lakes Campus Taree Street TUNCURRY Regional

Great Lakes Joint Education Campus * Northern Parkway TUNCURRY Regional

Grenfell Campus Cnr Rose and East Streets GRENFELL Regional

Griffith Campus Neville Place GRIFFITH Regional

Griffith Campus - Hillston 173 High Street HILLSTON Regional

Gunnedah Campus Marquis Street GUNNEDAH Regional

Hamilton Campus Parry Street NEWCASTLE WEST Regional

Henty Sladen Street HENTY Regional

Hornsby Campus 205 Pacific Highway & 300 Pacific 
Highway HORNSBY

Sydney Metropolitan

Hunter Street Campus Hunter Street NEWCASTLE WEST Regional
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Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Innovation Campus: Digital Media Centre Squires Way  NORTH WOLLONGONG Regional

Inverell Campus Ross Street INVERELL Regional

Jindabyne Sport and Recreation Centre Barry Way JINDABYNE Regional

Kempsey Campus Broughton Street WEST KEMPSEY Regional

Kingscliff Campus Oxford Street KINGSCLIFF Regional

Kurri Kurri Campus Heddon Street LOXFORD Regional

Lake Cargelligo Campus Yelkin Street LAKE CARGELLIGO Regional

Leeton Campus Palm Avenue LEETON Regional

Lidcombe Campus 73 East Street LIDCOMBE Sydney Metropolitan

Lightning Ridge Campus Kaolin Street LIGHTNING RIDGE Regional

Lismore Campus Conway Street LISMORE Regional

Lithgow Campus 2 Hill Street LITHGOW Regional

Liverpool Campus College St LIVERPOOL Sydney Metropolitan

Liverpool Campus - Education and 
Training Centre

Bigge Street LIVERPOOL Sydney Metropolitan

Macarthur Building Industry Skills 
Centre (MBISC)

2 Austool Place INGLEBURN Sydney Metropolitan

Macksville Campus West Street MACKSVILLE Regional

Maclean Campus Wombah Street MACLEAN Regional

Macquarie Fields Campus Victoria Rd MACQUARIE FIELDS Sydney Metropolitan

Maitland Campus New England Hwy METFORD Regional

Meadowbank Campus See Street MEADOWBANK Sydney Metropolitan

Menindee Campus * Bear Street MENINDEE Regional

Miller Campus Hoxton Park & Banks Rd MILLER Sydney Metropolitan

Milton/Ulladulla Campus Green Street ULLADULLA Regional

Moree Campus Frome Street MOREE Regional

Moree Rural Skills Centre * Newell Highway MOREE Regional

Moruya Campus Princes Highway MORUYA Regional
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Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Moss Vale Campus Kirkham Street MOSS VALE Regional

Mount Druitt Campus North Parade MOUNT DRUITT Sydney Metropolitan

Mudgee Annexe (Court Street) 70 Court Street MUDGEE Regional

Mudgee Campus (Ulan Road) 269 Ulan Road BOMBIRA Regional

Murwillumbah Campus Murwillumbah Street MURWILLUMBAH Regional

Muswellbrook Campus Maitland Street MUSWELLBROOK Regional

Muswellbrook Campus Tertiary 
Education Centre

87 Hill Street MUSWELLBROOK Regional

Narrabri Campus Barwan Street NARRABRI Regional

Narrabri Rural Skills Centre Newell Highway NARRABRI Regional

Narrandera Campus Elwin Street NARRANDERA Regional

National Environmental Centre Ettamogah Road THURGOONA Regional

Nepean College, Kingswood Campus O'Connell Street KINGSWOOD Sydney Metropolitan

Nepean College, Penrith Campus Henry Street PENRITH Sydney Metropolitan

Newcastle Campus Maitland Road TIGHES HILL Regional

Nirimba Campus Eastern Road SCHOFIELDS Sydney Metropolitan

North Wagga Wagga Primary Industries 
Centre

Coolamon Road NORTH WAGGA WAGGA Regional

Northern Beaches Campus 172 Old Pittwater Road BROOKVALE Sydney Metropolitan

Nowra Campus Princes Highway BOMADERRY Regional

Nyngan Campus Cobar Street NYNGAN Regional

Orange Campus - Annexe (Anson 
Street)

66 Anson Street ORANGE Regional

Orange Campus (March St) 109 March Street ORANGE Regional

Orange Rural Skills Centre * 1587 Forest Road ORANGE Regional

OTEN - Distance Education * Wentworth Road STRATHFIELD Sydney Metropolitan

Ourimbah Campus * Chittaway Road OURIMBAH Regional

Padstow Campus Raine Road PADSTOW Sydney Metropolitan

Parkes Campus 25 Bushman Street PARKES Regional
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Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Petersham Campus (Crystal Street) Crystal Street PETERSHAM Sydney Metropolitan

Petersham Campus (West Street) * Gorden Street PETERSHAM Sydney Metropolitan

Port Macquarie Campus Widderson Street PORT MACQUARIE Regional

Queanbeyan Campus Buttle Street QUEANBEYAN EAST Regional

Quirindi Campus Henry Street QUIRINDI Regional

Randwick Campus King Street RANDWICK Sydney Metropolitan

Redfern (Wilson Street) 255 Wilson Street EVELEIGH Sydney Metropolitan

Richmond Campus Blacktown Road RICHMOND Sydney Metropolitan

Ryde Campus 250 Blaxland Road WEST RYDE Sydney Metropolitan

Scone Campus Bunnan Street SCONE Regional

Shellharbour Campus Lake Entrance Road OAK FLATS Regional

Shoalhaven Access Centre George Evans Road MUNDAMIA Regional

Singleton Campus York Street SINGLETON Regional

St George Campus Annexe 1 
(Montgomery Street)

Montgomery Street KOGARAH Sydney Metropolitan

St George Campus Annexe 2 (Hogben 
Street)

Hogben Street KOGARAH Sydney Metropolitan

St George Campus Annexe 3 (Day Care) 57 Montgomery Street KOGARAH Sydney Metropolitan

St George Princes Hwy (Main) Campus Princess Highway KOGARAH Sydney Metropolitan

St Leonards Campus 213 Pacific Highway ST LEONARDS Sydney Metropolitan

Sutherland College, Gymea Campus Hotham Road GYMEA Sydney Metropolitan

Sutherland College, Loftus Campus Pitt Street SUTHERLAND Sydney Metropolitan

Sydney Dental Hospital 2 Chalmers Street SURRY HILLS Sydney Metropolitan

TAFE NSW - Greater Western Sydney 
(Parramatta)

Shop 1b 69 Phillip Street PARRAMATTA Sydney Metropolitan

Tamworth Campus Janison Street EAST TAMWORTH Regional

Taree Campus Montgomery Crescent TAREE Regional

Temora Campus Kitchener Road TEMORA Regional

Tenterfield Campus Wood Street TENTERFIELD Regional
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Site Address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Sites marked * are not available for inclusion in an EOI

Taree Campus Montgomery Crescent TAREE Regional

Temora Campus Kitchener Road TEMORA Regional

Tenterfield Campus Wood Street TENTERFIELD Regional

The Design Centre Edgeware Road ENMORE Sydney Metropolitan

The Hills College - Baulkham Hills Windsor Road BAULKHAM HILLS Sydney Metropolitan

The Hills College - Castle Hill Campus Showground Road CASTLE HILL Sydney Metropolitan

Trenayr Campus Trenayr Road JUNCTION HILL Regional

Tumut Campus Howick Street TUMUT Regional

Ultimo Campus * Mary Ann St Sydney Metropolitan

Wattle St ULTIMO Sydney Metropolitan Sydney Metropolitan

Ultimo Campus (Building W) * George Street HAYMARKET Sydney Metropolitan

Vincentia The Wool Road  VINCENTIA Regional

Wagga Wagga Campus Coleman  Street TURVEY PARK Regional

Walgett Campus Arthur Street WALGETT Regional

Warren Campus Burton St WARREN Regional

Wauchope Campus Young Street WAUCHOPE Regional

Wellington Campus 43 Maughan Street WELLINGTON Regional

West Wyalong Campus Wootten Street WEST WYALONG Regional

Wetherill Park Campus 941-1001 The Horsely Drive WETHERILL Sydney Metropolitan

Wilcannia Campus Reid Street WILCANNIA Regional

Wollongbar Campus Bruxner Highway WOLLONGBAR Regional

Wollongong Campus Lysaght Street NORTH WOLLONGONG Regional

Wollongong West Campus Gladstone Avenue WOLLONGONG Regional

Wyong Campus Porter Street Regional

Alison Road WYONG Regional Regional

Yallah Campus Marshall Mount Road YALLAH Regional

Yass Campus Church Street YASS Regional

Young Campus Caple Street YOUNG Regional
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9. RETURNABLE 
SCHEDULES

RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 1: RESPONDENT DETAILS

To: TAFE NSW

On behalf of _______________________________________________________________________  I/We, the undersigned:
  [INSERT RESPONDENT NAME]

 ■ Confirm that we have had access to the Data Room

 ■ Confirm that we have authority to submit this EOI on behalf of the Respondent

 ■ Confirm that this EOI has been prepared in accordance with the requirements and terms and conditions in the Invitation 
(including the Conditions)

 ■ Confirm that we have complied with the requirements of this Invitation (including the Conditions) and we undertake to be 
bound by and observe the requirements of this Invitation (including the Conditions)

 ■ Agree, if requested by TAFE NSW, to provide information to enable TAFE NSW to validate the financial capacity and 
development capability of the Respondent

Name of organisation

ABN or CAN

Corporate structure (eg. Publicly listed company)

Address of Registered office

Date Established/Incorporated

Ultimate beneficial holding company and ABN (if relevant)

Intended role in Respondent Consortium (if relevant)

Is the organisation an approved age care operator? (Yes / No)

Name of contact person

Contact person telephone

Contact person email address

[S 127 OF CORPORATIONS ACT]

Executed by ____________________________________  in accordance with section 127 of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth):
  [INSERT RESPONDENT NAME]

  

Signature of director Signature of company secretary/director

  

Full name of director Full name of company secretary/director
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[OR AUTHORISED SIGNATORY OF COMPANY]

Signed for and on behalf of [INSERT RESPONDENT NAME] by its authorised signatory in the presence of:

  

Signature of witness  Signature of authorised signatory

  

Full name of witness  Full name of authorised signatory

[OR INDIVIDUAL]

Signed by  _____________________________________________ in the presence of:
  [INSERT RESPONDENT NAME]

  

Signature of witness Signature

  

Full name of witness  

[THESE ARE EXAMPLE EXECUTION CLAUSES ONLY. INSERT APPROPRIATE EXECUTION CLAUSE FOR RESPONDENT]

[THE RESPONDENT IS REQUESTED TO ENSURE THAT THE EOI IS COMPLETE, ACCURATE, DULY EXECUTED AND VALID]

[WHERE THE RESPONDENT IS A CONSORTIUM, RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 1 IS REQUIRED TO BE COMPLETE FOR EACH CONSORTIUM 
MEMBER, OUTLINING WHO IS THE LEAD ENTITY AND THE ROLE EACH ENTITY UNDERTAKES AS PART OF THE THIS INVITATION.]

[IT IS MANDATORY THAT ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE CONSORTIUM IS AN APPROVED AGED CARE OPERATOR.]
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RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 2: SITE SELECTION

Respondents are required to nominate one Regional site. Respondents may also nominate one Sydney Metropolitan site, 
however only in conjunction with one Regional site. Respondents should also note any changes to the site zoning that might 
be needed to facilitate site development under this Trial. 

TAFE NSW reserves the right to not proceed, based on the site/s nominated by the Respondent.

Site address Regional or Sydney Metropolitan

Zoning considerations and changes (if any): 

Respondents must also provide details of how will they apply the aged care licensing arrangements for the site(s).
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RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 3: FINANCIAL AND ORGANISATIONAL CAPACITY

Financial capacity

Respondents must demonstrate financial capacity to undertake the Trial on the site/s nominated, including the provision of 
the following: 

 ■ Financial Statements for the entity that is demonstrating financial capacity for the last three years to 30 June 2016 
(audited Financial Statements are highly preferred)

 ■ Respondents evidence of current financial capacity:

 -  Either a letter from a Financial Institution indicating a willingness to support the provision of funding to the Respondent to 
carry out the development of the nominated site(s), or

 -  Where a Financial Institution is not proposed to fund the Trial, a letter from the Respondent, ultimate parent entity 
or associated company indicating a willingness to provide sufficient financial support to enable development of the 
nominated site(s) which demonstrates financial capacity.

 ■ Name of the Respondent’s Chief Financial Officer and their contact details including direct telephone number.

TAFE NSW may engage an external financial assessor to assess the financial information provided. This process may require 
a request for further information.

Organisational capacity

Respondents must demonstrate organisational capacity to undertake the Trial, including the provision of the following:

 ■ Total number of employees

 ■ Details of operations, including date established, locations, facilities and resources. If this information is held in Annual 
Reports, the most recent publication is satisfactory

 ■ Development capacity and or approach.
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RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 4: INNOVATION

The Respondent must demonstrate past innovations implemented in the delivery of vocational education and training 
outcomes and social benefit outcomes. This should include innovation in the following as well as how these innovations will 
be employed and improve the quality of the Trial:

 ■ Modes of care

 ■ Design of facilities 

 ■ Business operations

Word limit: 750 words. 

If the Respondents exceeds the word limit, TAFE NSW reserves the right to accept this at its sole discretion.
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RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 5: RESPONDENT PARTNERING EXPERIENCE

The Respondent must provide a minimum of two (2) and maximum of five (5) projects that demonstrate the Respondent’s 
track record of similar projects. The projects must demonstrate the following:

 ■ Partnering with the public sector and or others e.g. not-for-profit

 ■ Partnering for education purposes with a registered training organisation

 ■ Achievement of both partner’s objectives

 ■ Delivery of social outcomes

 ■ Aged care residential development and management.

Please include the contact details of a person external to the Respondent who is able to act as a referee for the listed 
projects, including contact name, company, position and contact details along as their role in the project. Referees must be 
provided for a minimum of two (2) of the listed projects.

Page limit: five (5) pages.

If the Respondent exceeds the page limit, TAFE NSW reserves the right to accept this at its sole discretion.
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1. Project Name:

Client Referee name Phone Email Position Involvement

Description
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RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 6: VISION FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
OUTCOMES

With reference to the site/s chosen, Respondents are to describe their vision for the Trial to deliver the vocational education 
and training outcomes. The vision is to include but is not limited to the following.

How the Respondent will deliver the vocational outcomes – this includes: 

 ■   Identifying the number and types of vocational education and training and job placement opportunities that the 
Respondent will deliver to TAFE NSW.  The Respondent should note that TAFE NSWs’ preference is for the inclusion of aged 
care vocational education and training and job placement opportunities but welcomes responses that consider broader 
vocational education and training opportunities.  Broader opportunities may be offered by the Respondent as a result of: 

  - the development of the Trial – for example, building and construction, plumbing and electrical

  -  the operation of the Trial – for example, business administration, hospitality and accounting

  -  the needs of the residents of the Trial– for example, hairdressing, massage therapy, fitness and training (e.g 
computer skills)

 ■ Describing how the vocational education and training and job placement opportunities will be delivered to TAFE NSW.  
The Respondent is welcome to present a range of opportunities, for example: offering on-site skills training, offering 
appropriate job placements to TAFE NSW students, providing workplace supervision and making available to TAFE NSW the 
use of facilities, equipment and resources

 ■ How TAFE NSW’s training capabilities at the selected site(s) might be used and enhanced.  

 ■ How the Respondent will approach high quality urban design to integrate vocational education and training outcomes.

 ■ Involvement of the Respondent’s operations outside of the site(s) for the opportunities discussed in this schedule.

 ■ Exclusive relationship with TAFE NSW for vocational education and training for the Trial and potentially more broadly 

 ■ Identification of challenges and opportunities, including commercial considerations, to achieving the vocational education 
and training outcomes and how the challenges will be addressed.

 ■ The requirement for a long term relationship and flexibility to respond to changes in the education and training market.

Respondents should not be restricted by or rely on the current range of course offerings at the site/s chosen.  Courses may 
change from time to time.  Courses may also be introduced if there are vocational education and training and job placement 
opportunities introduced by the Respondent.

Word limit: 1,250 words per site. 

If the Respondent exceeds the word limit, TAFE NSW reserves the right to accept this at its sole discretion.
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RETURNABLE SCHEDULE 7: VISION FOR DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL BENEFIT 
OUTCOMES

With reference to the site/s chosen, Respondents are to describe their vision for the Trial to deliver the social benefit 
outcomes beyond the vocational education and training outcomes.  The vision is to include but is not limited to:

 ■ How the Respondent will deliver the social benefit outcomes

 ■ How the Respondent will approach high quality urban design to integrate social benefit outcomes

 ■ Identification of challenges and opportunities, including commercial considerations, to achieving the social benefit 
outcomes and how the challenges will be addressed

 ■ An outline description of the proposed form of development, and any relevant factors (eg staging, anticipated project 
timeframes and legal structure) capable of description at the EOI stage.

Word limit: 750 words per site. 

If the Respondent exceeds the word limit, TAFE NSW reserves the right to accept this at its sole discretion.






